Cub Reporter: Beachball
Run No: Big Boys Birthday Run
Hares: Monty and Sperm Whale
Location: Ken Fletcher Park, Tennyson
Let me say at the outset that it was a privilege to be given the opportunity by stand in grandmaster VD
to turn the tide of routine run reports that had engulfed the club. Who cares what direction and where
the runners and walkers went on our weekly night away from our wives and lovers. (if your lucky that
adds up to 2 people.)
I have decided to go undercover and look at the underbelly of what takes place on a Monday night.
Walking with VD prompted me to ask what was that black and white thing he was attached to? That’s a
dog BEACHBALL he said. Hear that RADAR, that’s what a dog is supposed to look like. Not that flea
bitten poop dropper you bring along each Monday.
I could see in the distance the runners doing what they do and the walkers perambulating under the
laissez fair guidance of MORTEIN. It was all too much for me to keep up so I turned around to see what
was happening away from mainstream hashing. Hearing footsteps behind me and nonsense being talked
I hid in the bushes to see who was cumming. Endeavouring to catch up late with the pack I witnessed
LUFTWAFFE and MULTIPLE CHOICE in deep conversation walking towards me. It caused me to reflect on
what those 2 see in each other. I interviewed them individually and each one told me that the other one
makes them feel so superior. Work that one out.
Arriving back at the start I was bemused by the fact that no runners or walkers had returned. I had given
them a start and still beat them home. Am I getting fitter or has my many years of hashing finally given
me the skill set to know when enough is enough? Back at the start was a fit and healthy DIMPRICK
lending culinary support to MONTY and WHALE. How many buns have you got I said? 40, oops 39 oops
38 said WHALE and MONTY. I thought it best to distract our 2 most famous fang men otherwise there
would be nothing for the pack.
After 38 minutes BEST AND LESS followed closely by BUGS, OPTUS and JC, appeared on the scene. Got
lost did you were me first thoughts. Let that be a lesson to everyone, take the time to do a bit of
planning and you will get back quicker. BUGS said that it was the only trail this year where he could
follow the marks throughout.
The run created a bit of controversy. DR WHO claimed that he came in on back ward arrows. PUSHUP
whinged about getting wet, on one of the few nights where it didn’t rain. RINGPIECE dobbed in IRISH
JOKE and DIMPRICK for ending up in Blackbutt when it should have been Yarraman. Me thinks they
would have been a couple of lost souls or is that a@rse holes. Monty introduced DONNY as a guest. I
wish everyone would stop adding Y to the end of names , there can only be one BEACHY. MORTEIN and
VASO refused to take the ice for telling lies. Makes me think there should be a Julia Gillard award for this

type of behavior. IRISH announced that his son was getting married. As long as its not a hariette there
shouldn’t be any throw back problems when the grandkids arrive.
Run Quality: short and to the point 9/10
Food: Steak sandwiches and sausages 9/10
SOTW: Irish Joke & Dimprick
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